
by MONET MOUSE

ARTRECIPE
M O N E T  M O U S E ’ S

Monet Mouse hops into his sporty car to race round and round a circle of colors. 
What is this rainbow track? It is called a color wheel. Ready, set, GO! Start with  
blue, red and yellow. Then ZOOM! Monet zips to the colors right across: green, 
orange and purple. The wheels of his speedy car spin through them and all the 
bright colors in between. Happy Monet makes rainbow tracks from start to finish. 
VROOM! VROOM!

Ingredients: 
• Green tape for starting line
• Red tape for finish line 
• Tempera paint - red, yellow, blue, green, 

orange, purple, pink (any colors you 
choose) 

• Shallow trays to hold paint
• Different types of small toy cars with 

wheels that spin (hot wheels, wooden 
cars, etc.)

• Black and white construction paper
• Watercolor paper or other paper for a 

rainbow race track painting
• Roll of craft paper

   Roll out the craft paper to make a 
track.
   Secure one end with green tape 
for the starting line and the other 
end with red for the finish line.
   Alternate a black and white sheet 
of construction paper along the 
track.
   On top of each, place a shallow 
tray of paint and a race car.
    Pick a paper to paint and write 
your race driver name on it.
   Ready, set GO!
    On to the first color pit stop. The 
wheels of the race car make 
tracks as it is driven through 
the tray and across the paper. 
Remember to park it again at that 
stop. 
    The paper and artist move from 
one color and car to the next. Add 
colorful tracks until the course is 
finished.

Rainbow Race Track Painting

While waiting for the painting to dry,  
celebrate the race by making checkered flags.




